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Maitreya’s Words
Valentine’s day in Las Vegas
I know that you all are doing your best for the Movement and sometimes you may feel bad because you are doing
mistakes or you feel you don’t do enough.
I wanted to tell you today that the Elohim are looking at
you every day and that they love you. Whatever stupid thing
you do, they love you. Remember that forever.
Of course they prefer when you do good things rather
than bad ones, but even when you do the worse possible thing,
they still love you, because they know you are like them, ie
not perfect and hence doing mistakes.
Today, everybody is celebrating hormonal love which is not the most important love... it is just hormonal. People want to
have sex, it is just a physical attraction motivated by the unconscious desire to have a baby. Of course you can use a condom
and avoid the baby. This could be real love but real love is when you don’t expect sex in exchange. When you love someone, you
don’t expect anything. Even a smile is too much to expect. You can be happy without receiving a smile, you shouldn’t expect
even a smile, even the smallest acknowledgement of your love. That’s the love of the Elohim for you and that’s real love.
We should pray them everyday and we should thank them. Sometimes I know you forget, some people may forget for
a day, a week, a month, but they still love you because they don’t expect anything from you. If you do it, of course they are
happy but don’t do it to please them. Do it because it feels good, because it feels good to be thankful for what they did for us,
the Message they gave us.
To vibrate real love, Valentine’s day should be a Valentine’s day between us and our Creators.
On Valentine’s day, lovers are always expecting something : to bring the soup at night or to wash the socks. They always
expect something and that is not love. The good love is when they don’t expect anything.
The Elohim love you and you can love them. We must not love them, but we can.
Remember the Message which says : “If you want, we will be very happy, please, and we are very sorry, if you could please
excuse us to be sorry, if you want please to make an Embassy and we will come, if you want”. They are our Creators, they created everything on Earth and they say : “ please, we are sorry, can you make an Embassy?”. So many people are telling their
boyfriend or girlfriend ‘you have to give me something because I love you”. The Elohim say ‘you don’t have to do anything but
if you want we will be happy; if you accept, we will be happy”. That’s real love.
Imagine if we do this between ourselves, not only when we are in couples, but between friends...
Friends, a beautiful word. Who is your friend? Are your friends really your friends? Do you have friends not expecting
anything from you? Chances are very slim to have many friends like that. It is possible if you select your friends and I know
you do it more and more. If you win at the lottery tomorrow, you will have lots of ‘friends’. I know that, when the Elohim
come, I will have lots of friends saying that they believed in me from the first day :’ in 1965 I already believed you’ ;-) I know
this is coming.
When you lose everything, your girlfriend or boyfriend, you job, your house, lots of the people you knew are suddenly
very busy.
I hope you have many friends who would say ‘come over, I am here to help you’ when you tell them that you are homeless.
Do you have friends like that? Yes, you do, you have the Elohim.
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Even if you are homeless, alone, have no more sexual partner,
you can look at the sky and say : “Elohim, I love you and I feel
your love and I don’t feel lonely on this planet Earth and my life
is full of Happiness, even if I am in the streets because I have your
teachings, I have the beauty of the planet and the most important
things that are free : the sky and the stars at night... the most important things!.
You have friends up there. They look at you everyday.
As the Bible says, rich people have less chance than poor
people to reach heaven on the Eternal’s planet. Why so? Because
when you are rich, you usually don’t care much about other people.
When you are poor, you have nothing to lose and you are ready
to help other people, not with money, but with love, giving it all.
To give even just 1s , 1 minute, a smile of love, to make his or her
day beautiful, that’s what the Elohim do with us. They gave us the
Message, the most important treasure. Nobody can steal it, nobody can destroy your most precious treasure in your head, in
your heart. You can be naked in the street and feel the treasure of the Message.
That’s what I wanted to tell you on Valentine’s day.
You have friends, real friends, people who love you with your mistakes, your failure, but who try to guide you with the
Message so that there are no more mistakes, no more failures.
They look at you like you look at a baby, saying “you can do it”. That’s the love of the Elohim for us.
We don’t have enough of a lifetime to make this love blossom and transmit with other people, transmit the Message to
them. They won’t always welcome it but it will keep on working in their brain, in their consciousness. Slowly they will be
trained to become one with the Message, one with Humanity and to become one with themselves because this is what it is all
about. We live in a world of illusions and the coming seminar will be a lot about that. All these separations are illusions. We are
not separated, we are one. But culture, education, stupid social programming, give us the illusion that we are separated, but we
are one. We are one like all the cells of the body are one. We cannot separate the cells, we can have the illusion of a separation,
then comes sickness, cancer, that’s an illusion of separation between the cells of your body. But they are one, we ( our body) are
one in the same way that all of us, we are one. Each of us is a cell of a large body which is the baby humanity.
And not only that, we are one with the Elohim.
This is why when you give to someone, you give to yourself.
Our cells need the fluid going from one to the next through the capillaries. It is the same between us, we enjoy receiving
and passing on to the next, in the same way that I received the Message and I passed it on, in the same way that I hope you
do.
Receiving is good but giving is better and transmitting the Message is the reason why we are alive. You feel it.
The illusion of separation is at the origin of everything bad in the world, wars, violence, killing, only because of the illusion of separation. But when we realize that we are one, everything happening to other people is happening to me.
So what do I want to happen to other people? Only good, love, because if I do bad to other people, I hurt myself, as we
are one.
The deep philosophical root of the Message is the fantastic unification, the fusion of the cells that each of the 7 billion
human beings on Earth are.
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Illusions of separation, by skin colors, countries, languages, all illusions. When you fly an airplane, you don’t see borders but a planet
and if you go further away, you see a sky with many dots and one of
these dots is Earth.
We are one with Infinity; always go back to Infinity!
And when we are one with Infinity, what are we? We are ourselves.
That’s why everything else is illusion.
I love you and when I say that, I don’t expect anything from you,
just happiness.
If you feel that happiness after my words, keep it every day. Be
happy, not too high, just a little more every time and keep it growing
wait to be happy to smile, but smile to be happy.

forever. Also don’t

If you feel depressed, something is wrong, then smile and naturally happiness will
come, because when you smile you are one with all your cells.
When I have a big health problem, I had one lately, I smile because there is nothing else to do. Either I go to the Elohim
planet and I am happy or I survive and I am happy anyway. By smiling, I felt a big energy coming.
Keep this happiness not only today but for a full month, a full year, a full life, then you can age in harmony and die with a
smile.
Smile, you are on Elohim’s camera!!

Rael to Tiger Woods: ‘Divorce and enjoy Polyamory!’
On Feb. 22, Rael has sent an open letter to Tiger Woods urging him to stop
making his life a model of guilt, sadness and conformism to antiquated JudeoChristian values. Such a model is a poor example to set for the younger generation,
Rael advised the world-renowned golfer.
Some excerpts from the letter:
“Adultery is not mental disease but a very normal behavior among both humans and animals.
The Hite report shows that 70 percent of women in America and 72 percent of men married for more
than 5 years say they’ve had at least one extramarital sexual relationship during their lives.
“The real disease of our society is the Puritanism and politically correct Judeo-Christian conformism that nobody actually follows in private life. Those trying to misguide others into condemning you in a kind of public flagellation are the ones who need therapy, not you. They are judging you through the lenses of their
primitive education.”
“The only person close to you who needs therapy is your wife, who enjoys the fact that you spend time talking, partying
and dining with other people as long as there is no insertion of your penis. Those few inches of flesh make her feel betrayed. If
she doesn’t get therapy, you will be better off divorcing such a jealous partner to freely enjoy your sexual partners. I encourage
you to explore what more and more people are calling ‘polyamory,’ which means loving many people simultaneously and with
no jealousy.”
“Stop saying you dishonored your sport. Your sport is one thing and your sexual life is another. In your sexual life, you don’t
have to conform to any politically correct model.”
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You pretend to be returning to ‘normality’ thanks to therapy and spirituality. What kind of normality is that? Which is
normal: the happy, radiant and successful Tiger Woods, or the self-flagellating, publicly guilty and desperate new Tiger Woods?
And what kind of spirituality is helping you? Is it the old Judeo-Christian version that makes sex sinful and calls such pleasures
‘a path to hell?’
A true spirituality never spawns guilt or social normalization. Instead, it promotes freedom and happiness by encouraging
you to be different from others, not a robot conforming to repressive traditions.
I invite you to attend my next seminar, where you can experience an authentic spirituality that eliminates all guilt and fear
and encourages you to fully enjoy your life, including sex with multiple partners or polyamory. The Raelian philosophy is supported by recent scientific research that proves human beings were created for pleasure.”
“I personally invite you to attend my upcoming, week long Happiness Academy in Las Vegas at the Alexis Park Hotel. It
begins March 27 and ends on April 3. The Happiness Academy will bring you back to the person you really are: a happy man
with a healthy sexuality, always ready to enjoy new partners.”

About Women who travel for Sex, Sun, Sea and Gigolos
Maitreya commented on the news that more and more women are enjoying traveling for
fun, including sex ;-)
This is a wonderful trend! Enjoy it! It makes both sides happy! And it also helps poor
young men to obtain some financial advantages. What’s more, it’s less “prostitution” to do this
than for a woman to marry a man for financial security, which not only happens every day but
is “blessed” by religious conservatives. Their problem with sex tourism is that it’s not the sacrosanct marriage blessed by the god who doesn’t exist. Nor does it respect the traditions of the
Middle Ages. Enjoy sex tourism, ladies and gentlemen, and take your financial help to poor
countries in exchange for pleasure and sensuality! This is a real way to help the Third World
directly and to be able to see the results directly as well. It’s much better than making donations
to Christian charitable organizations that use half of that money to pay their executives. And it’s always possible to find a great
partner and marry him only for legal reasons so that he can come back with you to your rich country. Opponents say these marriages don’t last long? Great! Then you can go again and find another partner. Who says happiness lies in staying forever with the
same boring partner? In the name of what? God? There is no god! Enjoy you sex life! And enjoy it one day at a time!

Rael applauds Anonymous attack of Australian Government websites
The Australian government has announced proposals to introduce a mandatory filter which would block all RC (Refused
Classification) content. According to Senator Conroy, the aim of the filter is to make the Internet a ‘safer’ place for Australian
children.
Rael declared that total freedom of the Internet must be protected. “Anything else is censorship” he added. “This is high
priority. There are already enough protective measures available for parents to protect their children at home without blocking
adults, who should be free to access content of any kind.”
On February 10th and 11th, an activist group called Anonymous attacked several official Australian government websites
in protest, taking them offline for short periods of time.
Rael applauded the group’s actions describing them as ‘non-violent Internet freedom fighters”.
He added: “All freedom-loving people should support them. This sort of action will slowly be launched everywhere worldwide, for we are watching the birth of a new form of resistance to oppression by authoritative governments.”
Rael explained that this sort of action will be used against many other bureaucratic decisions made against freedom. “The
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power to paralyze administrations through the Internet is huge if a majority of the population uses it. This method will also surely
be used against wars and many other state crimes.” Rael has also promoted the idea of a World Government for the past 35 years
and he sees in this Anonymous expression, a possible help to establish this World Government through the Internet, “a real and
immediate direct democracy that will render all politicians obsolete” as he described it.

Rael applauds Gaddafi’s decision
Following the decision of the Swiss government to blacklist more than 180 Libyan leaders, including the Gaddafi’s family,
from entering Switzerland, Lybia’s leader, Muammar Gadaffii, banned most Europeans from traveling to his country this week
as a retaliation. The dispute with Switzerland has been running for almost two years now and with this decision it is affecting
the whole Schengen community. Maitreya declared that it was a great decision against countries who still have a colonialist and
paternalistic mentality toward their ex colonies.

Rael enjoys seeing church disappear in quebec
RAEL enjoyed reading recent press articles reporting about the massive transformation of churches into community centers,
libraries, luxury appartments or even night clubs in Quebec.
He said: “This proves that the churches are indeed on the verge of extinction and that the population is atheist in its majority, contrary to what fanatical people may say.
It is more than time that such organizations that have generated guilt - especially sex related guilt- and mental diseases,
finally disappear. The world doesn’t need the guiltful myth of an almighty god or of paradise, hell and sins. Instead, it needs new
atheistic spiritualities as the one proposed by the Raelian Movement and taught during its Happiness Academies. After the pitiful apologies of Tiger Woods conforming to the politically correctness of America, it is time for people to adopt other values that
won’t generate guilt like the right to pleasure and polyamory.”

MRI
Note

from

Leon Mellul,

in charge of legal affairs for the

Movement

regarding your

will

As you may already know, it is very important for us, Raelians, to do our will to make sure that our last wishes are fully
respected. In some cases, we have seen members of family denying their right to Raelians to have their frontal bone removed,
despite their written request.
This is why I allow myself to remind you of the importance of making a will and having it notarized and also to carefully
review the law in your country to make sure that your will cannot be denied by anyone.
It is VERY important to send a copy of it to your National Guide who will keep it preciously or who will send it to the IRM
office where it will be kept sealed until your death.
Even after making your will, make sure that you update the list of all your belongings, savings, each time you have transactions. Bank accounts, properties, life insurance or others should be listed, making sure you identify properly your bank accounts
and life insurance contracts as well as the title of your properties.
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Clitoraid
action in

Colorado!

Here is what Clitoraid released to the press a few days ago:
Eight women are about to receive a highly unusual and belated Valentine – the ability to achieve physical satisfaction during sex after being forcibly deprived of that capacity in childhood through female genital mutilation (FGM), an act of horrific
brutality.
Initiated by Rael, leader of the Raelian Movement, the non-profit, all-volunteer organization Clitoraid, based in Las Vegas,
announced today that its second round of female genital mutilation (FGM) reversal surgeries will take place March 2-3 in Trinidad, Colo.
Trinidad is where Dr. Marci Bowers, Clitoraid’s head surgeon, practices.
“FGM is common in many countries, even in the United States in some ethnic neighborhoods,” said Clitoraid representative
Nadine Gary. “Clitoraid’s twin mission is to end FGM worldwide and to help as many victims as possible through surgery.”
A specialist in pelvic and sex-related surgery, Bowers went to France to learn the new procedure developed by Dr. Pierre
Foldes that successfully restores clitoral functioning to FGM victims. In 2009, having learned the technique directly from Foldes,
she became the first U.S. surgeon to successfully perform this type of restorative surgery when several Clitoraid-sponsored women
traveled to Bowers’ clinic to have the operation.
“Dr. Bowers was the first American doctor to volunteer her services, said Clitoraid representative Nadine Gary. “We’re hoping more will follow, since the need is great.”
Gary said the new surgery could change the lives of millions of FGM victims worldwide, restoring the capacity for pleasure
most of us take for granted.
“Waris Dirie, whose true-life story was told in the movie “Desert Flower, was just one of countless FGM victims,” she said.
“But their suffering can now be relieved, because Clitoraid offers the possibility of restoring what was so horribly taken away. We
just need much greater public awareness about this issue. The more funds we raise, the more victims we can help.”
Gary said FGM is most prevalent in sub-Saharan Africa.
“That’s why Clitoraid is building its first clitoral repair hospital in Burkina Faso, where victims will be treated for free,” Gary
said. “Construction is almost finished and Dr. Bowers will perform the new hospital’s first surgeries on site in June. She’ll also
train local doctors to perform the procedure so more women can be helped.”
In the interim, Bowers will operate on the second group of Clitoraid-sponsored victims at her Colorado clinic in March.
The eight patients range in age from 22 to over 50 and represent four continents. Their countries of origin include Japan, Korea,
Liberia, Austria, Canada and the United States.
Poignant stories of suffering and new hope
“Those having the surgery have just one thing in mind – to get their pleasure and dignity back,” Gary said. “They know what
they’ve missed. One woman is having the surgery so she won’t be the mutilated bride her relatives intended her to be. She’s getting
married soon and wants to enjoy the physical part of things along with her husband. She had the courage to defy tradition, and
we’re hoping many others will follow in her footsteps.”
Another of the eight patients resigned from a teaching position to have the procedure and plans to leave her homeland
permanently.
“She wants to leave that place of dreadful memories behind,” Gary explained. “After the surgery, she’s moving to another
country to begin a new life, a life in which she can be a complete woman at last.”
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Yet another patient (whose name is withheld to protect her privacy) gave Clitoraid a poignant, written summary of the
atrocity she experienced as a helpless child.
“All I remember is going to bed one night, having breakfast the next morning and then having two ladies hold my legs while
another woman came toward me with a razor,” the woman wrote. “I struggled and managed at one point to escape, but they
just came after me in the street and held me down again. I weep as I type this, because this memory is so horrible. I spent weeks
recovering, with ropes tied around my legs.”
Pre-surgery, each patient will receive free, private counseling from Dr. Larry Ashley, a University of Nevada, Las Vegas, professor who specializes in sexual trauma.
“FGM not only cuts the flesh but affects its victims mentally and emotionally for the rest of their lives,” Gary said. “They
feel guilty and ashamed about pleasure and sensuality and those feelings are deeply ingrained. That’s why Clitoraid considers
counseling as important as the surgery itself, and we made sure to include it in our program.”
She added that the new patients will also have the opportunity to take part in a workshop that incorporates the self-love
teachings of sexologist Betty Dodson, who volunteered to assist the women during the post-op months of the recovery process.
How clitoral repair surgery restores pleasure
“The restoration [of sexual pleasure] is possible because the entire clitoris is sensory, not just the amputated portion,” Bowers
explained. “Sensation is robbed [through FGM] because the amputated portion retracts back and then gets covered by scar tissue.
The clitoris is foreshortened by FGM but it isn’t removed – not even a majority of it. The restoration surgery exposes the clitoral
stump. Then, with plastic surgery techniques, we are able to bring the exposed portion to the surface, suture it there and even
create new labia minora in many cases by utilizing the available surrounding skin. The exposed sensory portion, free of overlying
skin and scar tissue, is then there to function.”
The surgeries went very well.... more news in the next contact :-)

Europe
Holland
Winter Happiness Academy – first English speaking seminar on the European continent !!! (One step closer to planetary
seminars in English! hehe)
Where did the time go??? 4 days of fun and laughter flew by. 30 people from as far away as Turkey joined together in
Holland for a wonderful seminar. Staying at a comfortable hotel with nice surroundings, good food and great service.
Hosted by the Dutch National Guide Daniel Mican with teachings from Marcus Wenner, the seminar theme followed
along the lines of this quote:“Live as if you will die tomorrow; Learn as if you will live forever”. – Ghandi.
Our privilege then was to learn from the engaging teachings of Marcus. Are you doing what you want to do in your life?
Your job, your relationship, your philosophy? What are your talents? Who am I? Why am I the way I am? Is it social conditioning? Parental teachings? Religious morals?
Wow! We learnt that expressing our DNA gives us fulfilment – otherwise it creates toxins and we destroy ourselves. If
our DNA is blocked it creates inner conflict.
Are you the subject of circumstance, or are you the master of your life? Is it your DNA speaking, is it your choice?
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We need to express our genetic code and cherish the
culture of diversity. We also learnt and discussed the benefits
of Fasting and discovered that the latest scientific reports
into the studies on calorific restrictions were coming into
line with the teachings of Maitreya. Fasting one day a week
for 24 hours was the most beneficial in their varied trials.
There was so much to learn and we were all so grateful
for this and many many more fascinating teachings where
we debated, discussed and shared our thoughts, feelings
and experiences.
I could go on and on and on but how do you wrap
4 days of brilliant fun, laughter and teachings into such a
limited space??!! We met wonderful new people coming to
us for their first time, who were thoughtful and eloquent
with their questions. We had fantastic workshops of discovery and thanks to Baerbel’s Cuddle Circle and Natalie’s massage lesson
we learnt more about the healing nature of touch. And touch activates oxytocin which counteracts the negative stress hormones!
I’ll miss those cuddles and massages for sure! A brief foray into the thoughts and findings on telepathy culminated in an extraordinary contact lead by Marcus, with our focus on the Elohim, Maitreya and our beautiful brothers and sisters worldwide. It was
very powerful for me and others as we spread our love to all. We left our wonderful gathering for our respective countries full
of positive vibes and our heads full of wonderful new teachings and knowing that our lives are our personal choice and that we
need detachment, humility and openness to see the infinite opportunities. In that way we become happier and allow our DNA
to sing.
Many many thanks to Isabel and team who organised this wonderful academy of laughter, I’ll certainly be back next year
and I hope we will see many new faces. It’s the perfect place to practise your English!!!
All my love, Brent. x
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Kama
Burkina Faso, diffusion among colleagues
I participated recently to a workshop of the Mental Health Organization of Burkina Faso with 184 other participants from
8 different countries: France, Canada, Ivory Coast, Benin,Togo, Niger, Senegal and Burkina. We all had various professional
profiles, there were psychiatrists, psychologists anthropologists, sexologists, nurses, administration experts, students.... On the
11th of February, the theme of the workshop was ‘violence and gender’ during which violences made to women and female sexual
mutilations were largey debated.
At what point during the debate, I was able to ask the 4 following questions:
1- Isn’t another form of violence to women to deny lesbians to marry and raise children?
2- Shouldn’t we consider polygamy a form of violence to women in societies where polygamy is allowed but polyandry is
forbidden?
3- Female circumcision is terrible we all agree, but shouldn’t we also consider male circumcision as another genital mutilation of a child?
4- What do you think of clitoral repair as a mean for women to recover their health, their sense of wholeness and their
capacity to reach sexual pleasure?
5-Did the young student who asked to be circumcized under the pressure of her entourage get any psychological help? Were
she told about the possibility to be repaired?
The answers to these questions gave us a great opportunity to talk about homosexuality and about clitoris repair.
My first question created a huge negative response in the public. However a psychologist answered saying that in her opinion, it would be better to have a child raised by a homosexual couple who have thought about it beforehand and are capable to
raise a child rather than having it raised by a heterosexual couple who are unable to raise one.
To my question regarding male circumcision, the National Secretary leading the fight against female circumcision dared
to say that male circumcision wasn’t a mutilation! The participants were shocked! Then she said that the clitoris repair wasn’t
included in her program...
-many came to congratulate me for my questions. Some were able to recognize the raelian speech behind them. It was pure
pleasure to share the teachings of Maitreya in my professional environment!
Love!, Yael

Burkina Faso, Day against Female genital mutilation
On February 6, we have been very present to contribute to the anti genital mutilation day and give hope to millions of women
who are circumcized on this planet by giving them the information about the possibility they will have to be repaired in our
wonderful Pleasure Hospital.
We participated to 4 radio shows and one TV show. Bishop Guide Banemanie and the trainee Guide Abibata Sanon were the
spokespersons in Bobo Dioulasso while Guide Alima SIRIBIE, Monique la Prince’s, DAH Fahir, et Edjibié KANKOUAN
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were the ones in Ouagadougou. Following these media shows, we received many phone calls from people willing to know more
about what we offer and 4 women registered to be repaired.
Then we went in the streets to give pamphlets “Yes to clitoris restoration” and the Bobo-Dioulasso team finished the day at
the hospital, just for pleasure.... (see below, pictures in front of the hospital)
Thank you beloved Maitreya
Thank you our Fathers from the Space
I love you, Abi SANON
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Ivory Coast, Raelians in the Media
After the recent successful interview of the National Guide Ya Boni at a midday TV show,
the producer asked for another interview with a woman this time. On February 16th, the charming Guide Yolie went on air, talking about ‘femininity and power’. She was fantastic, with grace
and femininity she offered the vision of Maitreya to the 20 million people of the audience. The
anchor asked her to give a few female leaders that she considered as models. She mentioned Dr
Brigitte Boisselier, head of Clonaid, Dr. Harmony Coulibaly, biologist and Dr. Hortense Dodo.
The ambiance in the studio was really nice and the staff people were all amazed by her charm and
sensuality. The journalists seem much more receptive to female spokespersons :-)
The National Guide Ya Boni added that the population seems more and more impressed
by the quality and the righteousness of the ideas of Maitreya Rael.

Happiness Academy in Ixachitlan Colombia.
What a Seminar,
What a great Continental Happiness Academy of Ixachitlan we had in Colombia!! This is my second grand seminar, after
having the chance to be in Las Vegas with our Beloved Prophet Rael, I decided to jump in the boat and help the Colombian
Raelian brothers and support them so we can one day enjoy receiving there our Maitreya and his teachings.
Once in Colombia and arriving to the Raelian Monastery in the company of my NG from Peru Marco Sevilla, I was able
to feel nature immediately, the soft aroma of the breeze surrounding me and the singing of birds enhancing the superb sight of
dawn, such experience filled me with love and harmony... suddenly the raelian brothers and sisters arrived one by one, all full of
love to reencounter and anxious to enjoy again each instant of the seminar, of course all of them were new to me, but when I felt
their universe they became part of me, like the infinite itself.
We gathered in the wonderful auditorium in the shape of the Embassy. There were 37 participants, 7 of us were new comers.. And finally I saw our beautiful Bishop Norma Toral, full of wisdom and fraternal love, she moved me so much, I felt privileged to hear her and be able to enjoy all of her knowledge full of light and hope. This is the way this seminar or our liberation
started, and thru the days we all had the great emotion of being more different each day, repeating Yes!, laughing freely at each
instant , turning into beings of love, more responsible of our consciousness with the only objective of being happy; we let our
genetic code express itself sending love to all beings of this beautiful planet and visualizing our Beloved Maitreya Rael..
I really felt like as if I were in the Planet of the Eternals, nude in my spirit, elevating my consciousness, my sensuality, my
femininity and fraternal love, without thinking in society, work or even my family, for a moment I thought my dream had come
true to live in a wonderful brotherhood and with our Fathers from space looking at us from the blue sky giving us their love and
feeling proud of us.
Now I am the main actor of the picture of my life with the firm thought of giving,
giving love with the only rule of non-violence, with many positive connections in my
brain and I am sure that my loved brothers and sisters feel the same as me.
Thank you Fathers Elohim, thank you Beloved Prophet, thank you loved Norma
and thanks to all people who participated in this adventure in Colombia. I love you all
and I know that we will be together again in eternity. AMEN.
DAGO. (with the guitar in the picture)
Assistant to NG of Peru - Level 3
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Hello to all my Raelian brothers and sisters..
I cannot but recommend that you go to this magnificent experience that is the Happiness Academy of Ixachitlan which
takes place in Medellin, Colombia. For me, it was my first seminar and it has been the most spectacular and unimaginable adventure that I’ve lived in my whole life.. The truth is that I can’t find appropriate words to describe everything that I experienced
during this week in an incredible ambience of so much mental, spiritual, sensorial and emotional growth. This seminar helped
me to discover many things that already existed inside my being, but that I had not taken the time to acknowledge. It taught me
to value myself and all people around me.. to look at things from a different perspective and to not feel any internal nor external
conflicts. It helped me to confirm that there exists inside of me a big capacity of love, compassion and tenderness. And our sweet

Bishop Norma, how much love and dedication in each of the teachings she shared with us. How much wisdom expressed with
great humbleness. She kept reminding us of the big mission that we all have in this beautiful planet: TO BE HAPPY, since
that is what we are here for, and even when I knew it, I now have it so present in my life, I feel happy all the time, every second
of my life, especially when something does not go the way I expect, nevertheless I do not feel unhappy, but on the contrary I
smile and sometimes I even throw a few good laughs into the air and new ideas begin to come to my mind, and help me find
much better alternatives to solve my problems, instead of concentrating and being affected by negativity. Then I remember the
seminar and start saying to myself: “YES YES YES YES “ hahaha... This is the most wonderful thing that has happened to me.
Aahh! To enjoy the breathtaking meditations, sharing unforgettable moments with so many Raelian brothers and sisters who are
so beautiful beings inside out. So great to live among so much love in a harmonious communion. So much fun and excess of
talents from everybody. And Wow! The workshops.. what wonderful tools in the building of my philosophical foundation and
biggest convictions. I feel that if I keep going to the Happiness Academy every year and take advantage of these extraordinary
teachings that come from our Beloved Maitreya and Elohim, I will elevate my consciousness more and more thus allowing me
to contribute much more in the big Mission that we all have to support our Beloved Prophet Rael and prepare the so awaited
arrival of our Creators Elohim.
From Venezuela, I send you all my love.
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NORIS LAINO
In Charge of PR - Level 2
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